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of members of a family of products with respect to
variability rules.
Such a conformance of products to a family concerns
not only properties related to features, that in some sense
can be considered static. Behavioural variability of the
family has to be considered as well, i.e. how the products
of a family differ in their ability to respond to events in
time. These dynamic properties must also be verified for
products to be member of such families. This is an aspect
that the techniques focussing on feature models do not
typically address.
Recently, a Propositional Deontic Logic (PDL) capable
of expressing the permitted behaviour of a system has been
proposed [5], [6]. This PDL combines the expression of
permission and obligation with concepts from temporal
logics.
In [2], we have laid the basis for the study of the application of deontic logics to the modelling of behavioural
variability. We did this by showing the capability of a logic
derived from PDL to finitely characterise the complete
behaviour of a family of products. We have also shown
in [2] that, given an MTS M representing a family, we are
able to produce a deontic logic formula that is satisfied by
all and only those products that can be derived from M.
This preliminary result has convinced us that this kind of
deontic logics are a good candidate to express in a unique
framework both behavioural variability aspects, by means
of standard branching-time logical operators, and static
constraints over the products of a family, which usually
require a separate expression in a first-order logic (as can
be seen in [3], [11], [19]), using deontic operators.
In the first part of this paper, we present a straightforward characterization of feature models by means of
deontic logics. We then proceed with this direction of
research by defining a novel deontic extension of a behavioural logic that allows both static constraints over the
products of a family and constraints over their behaviour
to be expressed in a single framework. This logic is given a
semantic interpretation over MTSs for which a verification
framework based on model-checking techniques could be
implemented extending existing model checking tools.

Abstract—We discuss the application of deontic logics to
the modelling of variabilities in product family descriptions.
Deontic logics make it possible to express concepts like
permission and obligation, and hence promise a direct modelling of constraints over the products of a family. Indeed,
we first show how feature models can be straightforwardly
characterised by means of a deontic logic. We then study the
deontic modelling of the behavioural variability in product
families by defining a deontic extension of a behavioural
logic. This allows both constraints over the products of a
family and constraints over their behaviour to be expressed
in a single framework: a novelty in the field. We discuss
how model-checking tools could support formal verification
in this framework, and we indicate some future research into
that direction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modelling variability in product families has been the
subject of extensive study in the literature on Software
Product Lines, especially that concerning Feature modelling [3], [8], [15]. Variability modelling addresses how
to define which features or components of a system are
optional, alternative, or mandatory; formal methods are
then developed to show that a product belongs to a family,
or to derive instead a product from a family, by means of
a proper selection of the features or components.
Modal Transition Systems (MTSs) have been proposed
as a formal model for product families [12], [18], allowing
one to embed in a single model the behaviour of a family
of products that share the basic structure of states and
transitions, transitions which can moreover be seen as
mandatory or possible for the products of the family.
In [10], we have pushed the MTS concept to a more
general form, allowing more precise modelling of the
different kinds of variability that can typically be found in
the definition of a product family.
Recently, deontic logics [1], [22] have become popular
in computer science for formalising descriptional and behavioural aspects of systems. This is mainly because they
provide a natural way to formalise concepts like violation,
obligation, permission, and prohibition. Intuitively, they
permit one to distinguish between correct (normative)
states and actions on the one hand and non-compliant
states and actions on the other hand. This makes deontic
logics a natural candidate for expressing the conformance

A. Related Work
MTSs have been introduced in [12], [17], [18] to formally model and verify the behaviour of product families.
We have extended MTSs in [10] to allow different notions
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of behavioural variability to be modelled. An algebraic
approach to behavioural modelling and verification of
software product lines has been developed in [13], [14].
In [2] we showed how to finitely characterise MTSs by
means of deontic logic formulae. To the best of our
knowledge, the current paper presents a first attempt
towards a modelling and verification framework capable
of addressing both static and behavioural conformance of
products of a family.

framework to check the satisfiability of both static and
behavioural requirements over products that should belong
to the family.
III. F EATURE D IAGRAMS AND F EATURE M ODELS
Feature diagrams were introduced in [15] as a graphical
and/or hierarchy of features; the features are represented
as the nodes of a tree, with the product family being the
root. Features come in several flavours; in this paper we
consider the following features:

B. Outline
In Sect. II we present a simple running example that we
will use throughout the paper. After a brief description
of feature models in Sect. III, we discuss the use of
deontic logic to characterise feature models and to verify
static requirements of product families in Sect. IV. We
then introduce the behavioural modelling of families by
means of MTSs in Sect. V. In Sect. VI we introduce
a deontic extension of an existing branching-time logic,
which we apply to the running example in Sect. VII to
show its expressivity and to discuss the verification of
behavioural requirements of product families in Sect. VIII.
We conclude the paper in Sect. IX with some ideas for
future work.

optional features

may be present in a product only
if their parent is present;
mandatory features are present in a product if and
only if their parent is present;
alternative features are a set of features among which
one and only one is present in a
product if their parent is present.
When additional constraints are added to a feature diagram, this results in a feature model. Also constraints come
in several flavours; in this paper we consider the following
constraints:
requires

II. RUNNING E XAMPLE : C OFFEE M ACHINE FAMILY
To illustrate the contribution of this paper we use a
simple running example, namely a family of (simplified)
coffee machines, for which we consider the following
requirements:
1) A coffee machine is activated by a coin. The only
accepted coins are the one euro coin (1e), exclusively for the European products and the one dollar
coin (1$), exclusively for the US products;
2) After inserting a coin, the user has to choose whether
or not (s)he wants sugar, by pressing one of two
buttons, after which (s)he may select a beverage;
3) The choice of beverages (coffee, tea, cappuccino)
varies between the products. However, delivering
coffee is a must for every product of the family,
while cappuccino is only offered by European products;
4) After delivering the appropriate beverage, optionally,
a ringtone is rung. However, a ringtone must be rung
whenever a cappuccino is delivered;
5) The machine returns to its idle state when the cup
is taken by the user.
This list contains both static requirements, which identify
the features that constitute the different products (see
requirements 1, 3 and, partially, 4) and behavioural requirements, which describe the admitted sequences of
operations (requirements 2, 5 and, partially, 4).
In the sequel, we will first distill the feature model
of the above family and provide a formal representation
in terms of deontic logic formulae. We will then show
how the behavioural requirements of this family can be
described using an MTS. Finally, we will show how to
combine the two approaches by defining a deontic logical

excludes

is a unidirectional relation between two features indicating that the presence of one
feature requires the presence of the other;
is a bidirectional relation between two features indicating that the presence of either
feature is incompatible with the presence of
the other.

An example of a feature model for the Coffee Machine of
Sect. II is given in Fig. 1; the requires constraint obligates
feature Ringtone to be present whenever Cappuccino is,
while the excludes constraint prohibits features 1$ and
Cappuccino to both be present in any product of this
family of Coffee Machines. It is easy to see that this
feature model satisfies the static requirements (1, 3 and,
part of, 4) of our running example.
IV. D EONTIC L OGIC APPLIED TO F EATURE M ODELS
Deontic logics are an active field of research for many
years now. Many different deontic logic systems have been
developed with a lot of success in the community [1], [22].
A. Deontic Logic: A First Glimpse
A deontic logic consists of the standard operators of
propositional logic (i.e. negation (¬), conjunction (∧),
disjunction (∨) and implication ( =⇒ )) augmented with
deontic operators. In this paper, we consider two of the
most classic deontic operators, namely it is obligatory that
(O) and it is permitted that (P ), which enjoy the duality
property
P (α) = ¬O(¬α),
i.e. something is permitted iff its negation is not obligatory.
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Feature model of the Coffee Machine family.

feature can also be defined in terms of the excludes
feature: Marking subfeatures A1 and A2 alternative is
the same as stating that A1 and A2 exclude each other.
The second remark concerns the following less common
feature: multiple optional features are a set of features of
which at least m and at most n > m, with m, n ≥ 0, are
present in a product if their parent is present. The deontic
characterization of this feature is as follows, assuming that
feature A has s subfeatures A1 , . . . , As :
^
_ ^
O(Ai ) ∧
(
¬P (Aj ))),
A =⇒ (

B. A Deontic Characterization of Feature Models
The way deontic logics formalise concepts such as
violation, obligation, permission and prohibition is very
useful for system specification, where these concepts arise
naturally. In particular, deontic logics seem to be very
useful to formalise product families specifications, since
they allow one to capture the notions of optional and
mandatory features.
The deontic characterization of a feature model builds
a set of deontic formulae which, taken as a conjunction,
precisely characterises a product family. We assume that
a name of a feature A is used as the atomic proposition
indicating that A is present.
The deontic characterization is constructed as follows:
• If A is a feature, and A1 and A2 are two subfeatures
(possibly marked alternative, optional or mandatory), then add the formula

K

i∈K

j6∈K

with K = { S ⊆ 2{1,...,s} : m ≤ |S| ≤ n }.
If we apply the construction described above to our
running example, then the conjunction of the following
deontic formulae precisely characterises the feature model
of Fig. 1. We refer to this conjunction as the characteristic
formula.

A =⇒ Φ(A1 , A2 ),
where Φ(A1 , A2 ) is defined as:

O(Coin) ∧ O(Beverage) ∧ P (Ringtone)

Φ(A1 , A2 ) = (O(A1 ) ∨ O(A2 )) ∧ ¬(P (A1 ) ∧ P (A2 ))
if A1 and A2 are marked alternative,
and is otherwise defined as:

Coin =⇒ (O(1$) ∨ O(1e)) ∧ ¬(P (1$) ∧ P (1e))
Beverage =⇒ O(Coffee) ∧ P(Tea) ∧ P(Cappuccino)

Φ(A1 , A2 ) = φ(A1 ) ∧ φ(A2 ),
Cappuccino =⇒ O(Ringtone)
(1$ =⇒ ¬P (Cappuccino)) ∧ (Cappuccino =⇒ ¬P (1$))

in which Ai , for i ∈ {1, 2}, is defined as:

P (Ai ) if Ai is optional and
φ(Ai ) =
O(Ai ) if Ai is mandatory.

•

Moreover, since the presence of the root feature is
taken for granted, the premise of the implication
related to that feature can be removed.1
If A requires B, then add the formula

C. Verifying Static Requirements of Product Families
The deontic characterization of feature models described in this section is a way to provide a semantics
to feature models. The deontic formulae expressing the
features and the constraints between them can then be
used to verify whether or not a certain product belongs
to a specific family.
Given the above characterization of the coffee machine,
let us suppose that we have defined two coffee machines
with the following list of features:

A =⇒ O(B)
•

If A excludes B, then add the formula
(A =⇒ ¬P (B)) ∧ (B =⇒ ¬P (A))

Before applying this construction to our running example,
we make two remarks. First, note that the alternative

CM1
CM2

1 By

doing so, we tacitly do not deal with trivially inconsistent graphs
in which the root is involved in an excludes relation with a feature.
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It is easy to see that coffee machine CM1 belongs to the
product family since it satisfies the characteristic formula
of the feature model, whereas CM2 does not: it falsifies
the constraint that a Cappuccino requires a Ringtone.
This can be formally verified by interpreting these lists
as a conjunction of axioms (each comma stands for a
∧) that when added to the characteristic formula makes
it either true or false, according to whether or not the
product belongs to the family. For instance, CM2 does not
belong to the product family because the addition (through
conjunction) of
Coin ∧ 1e ∧ Beverage ∧ Coffee ∧ Cappuccino
to the characteristic formula of the feature model makes
the subformula Cappuccino =⇒ O(Ringtone) false, as a
result of which the whole formula is false.
In general, the problem of finding a product that satisfies
the deontic characterization of a feature model is reduced
to that of finding a satisfying assignment to a set of
boolean variables. Efficient SAT solvers, like Chaff [21],
can therefore be used to address this kind of problems.

Figure 2.

V. B EHAVIOURAL M ODELS FOR P RODUCT FAMILIES

MTS modelling a product family.

Each state is labelled with the set of actions that label
its outgoing (required and possible) transitions. Finally,
coffee
coffee
must transitions 2 −−−→ 4 and 3 −−−→ 9 imply that
delivering coffee is a must for every product of the family
represented by this MTS. In fact, this MTS models the
behavioural requirements given in Sect. II for our family
of coffee machines.
Note that the MTS in Fig. 2 also models the static requirements concerning optional and mandatory features,
through the use of may and must transitions. However,
this MTS is not able to model three particular constraints
listed among the requirements:
• actions 1e and 1$ are exclusive (alternative features);
• a cappuccino is only offered by European products
(excludes relation between features);
• a ringtone is rung whenever a cappuccino is delivered
(requires relation between features).
We have seen that deontic logics can express also these
characteristics, as represented by the Feature Diagram of
Fig. 1. In order to define a unique framework in which to
reason about behavioural as well as static requirements, in
the following section we work on the integration of deontic
operators within a temporal logic able to deal with MTSs.

The behavioural requirements given in Sect. II for
our coffee machine family can be formally expressed by
a Modal Transition System (MTS). Several variants of
MTSs have been proposed in [10], [12], [18] with the aim
of embedding in a single model the behaviour of a family
of products that share the basic structure of states and
transitions. This basic structure can be defined as a doublylabelled transition system [9], which is an extension of an
ordinary Labelled Transition System (LTS) obtained by
labelling states with atomic propositions and transitions
with actions.
Definition 1: A doubly-labelled transition system
(L2 TS) is a sixtuple (S, s0 , Act, →, AP, L), in which
• S is a set of states;
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state;
• Act is a finite set of observable actions;
• →⊆ S × Act × S is the transition relation; instead of
α
(s, α, s0 ) ∈ → we will often write s → s0 ;
• AP is a set of atomic propositions;
AP
• L : S −→ 2
is a labelling function that associates
a subset of AP to each state.
An MTS can now be defined as an L2 TS in which transitions are either required or possible, to reflect mandatory
or optional transitions for the products of the family.
Definition 2: A modal transition system (MTS) is a
septuple (S, s0 , Act, → , →♦ , AP, L) such that (S, s0 , Act,
→ ∪ →♦ , AP, L) is an L2 TS. A MTS has two distinct
transition relations: The must relation → expresses required transitions, while the may relation →♦ expresses
possible transitions. Note that, by definition, the may
relation includes the must transition.
An example MTS is shown in Fig. 2; the solid arcs are
must transitions, while the dashed arcs are may transitions.
Its states are {0, 1, . . . , 12}, with initial state 0, while
its set of actions contains 1e, 1$, sugar, no_sugar, etc.

VI. T OWARDS A D EONTIC L OGICAL F RAMEWORK FOR
P RODUCT FAMILIES
In order to define a unique logical framework in which
to express both evolution in time and the variability of
a product family, we define the temporal logic DHML
based on the “Hennessy-Milner logic with Until” defined
in [9], [16], which has been augmented with the Deontic
possibility and obligation operators (in a style reminiscent
of the logic PDL proposed in [5], [6]) and path operators
from CTL [7]. DHML is a simpler variant of the logic
proposed in [2].
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A. DHML Logic: Syntax
DHML is a logic of state formulae (denoted by φ),
in which a path quantifier prefixes an arbitrary path
formula (denoted by π). We assume a set of atomic
actions Act = {α, β, . . .} and a set of atomic propositions
AP = {p, q, . . .}. From these two sets more complicated
formulae can be built in the usual way, using the propositional and deontic operators described in Sect. IV or
actions as well as the Hennessy-Milner modal, CTL path,
and Until operators we describe next, together with their
intuitive meaning:
• [a] φ: for all next states reachable with a, φ holds;
• E π: there exists a path on which π holds;
• A π: on each of the possible paths π holds;
0
0
• φ U φ : in the current or a future state φ holds, while
φ holds until that state (but not necessarily in that
state).
Definition 3: The syntax of DHML is:
φ

Figure 3.

::= tt | p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ0 | [α]φ | Eπ | Aπ |

MTS of a European Coffee Machine.

P (α) | O(α)
π

::= φ U φ0

s |= Eπ iff there exists a path σ starting in state s
such that σ |= π;
• s |= Aπ iff σ |= π for all paths σ starting in state s;
• s |= P (α) iff P (s, α) holds;
α
0
• s |= O(α) iff P (s, α) holds and ∃s : s −
→ s0 ;
0
• σ |= [φ U φ ] iff there exists a state sj , for some
j ≥ 0, on the path σ such that for all states sk , with
j ≤ k, sk |= φ0 while for all states si , with 0 ≤ i < j,
si |= φ.
For the MTS in Fig. 2 we thus have, e.g., 0 |= 1e and
0 |= [1e](O(sugar)) since 1 |= (O(sugar)), which itself
sugar
follows from the fact that sugar ∈ L(1) and 1 −−−→ 2.
Note that notions of weak and strong permission are
introduced in [5], [6] (and used to define a notion of obligation). The semantics of DHML can be extended in the
following way to include a notion Pw of weak permission:
α
s |= Pw (α) iff P (s, α) holds and ∃s0 : s −
→♦ s0 .
Finally, we note that DHML differs from the classical
modal µ-calculus [16], since the modal box operator of
DHML is defined in terms of may transitions while the
modal µ-calculus makes no distinction between must and
may transitions in its semantic domain. For the same
reason, also the weak permission operator cannot be
expressed in the modal µ-calculus.
•

As usual, ff abbreviates ¬tt, φ ∨ φ0 abbreviates ¬(¬φ ∧
¬φ0 ), φ =⇒ φ0 abbreviates ¬φ ∨ φ0 , and hαiφ abbreviates
¬[α]¬φ: there exists a next state reachable with a in
which φ holds. Furthermore, F φ abbreviates (tt U φ):
there exists a future state in which φ holds; and G φ
abbreviates ¬F (¬φ): in any future state φ holds. Finally,
EF φ abbreviates E (tt U φ): there exists a path on which
φ holds in a future state; and AG φ abbreviates ¬EF ¬φ:
φ holds in every state on every path.
An example of a well-formed formula in DHML is thus
[α](P (β) ∧ (p =⇒ O(γ))),
which states that after the execution of the action α, the
system is in a state where the action β is permitted (in
the sense of the may transition) and if the proposition p
holds then the action γ is obligatory (in the sense of the
must transition).
B. DHML Logic: Semantics
The formal semantics of DHML is given below by
means of an interpretation over the MTSs defined in
Sect. V. To this purpose, we use a relation P ⊆ S × Act to
denote which actions are permitted in which states, with
the understanding that P (s, α) iff α ∈ L(s). We assume
that Act ⊆ AP, i.e. all actions are atomic propositions.
Definition 4 (Semantics): The satisfaction relation |= of
DHML over an MTS L = (S, s0 , Act, → , →♦ , AP ∪
Act, L) is defined as follows:
• s |= tt always holds;
• s |= p iff p ∈ L(s);
• s |= ¬φ iff not s |= φ;
0
0
• s |= φ ∧ φ iff s |= φ and s |= φ ;
α
0
• s |= [α]φ iff s −
→♦ s , for some s0 ∈ S, implies
0
s |= φ;

VII. U SING DHML TO E XPRESS B EHAVIOURAL AND
S TATIC R EQUIREMENTS OF P RODUCT FAMILIES
We can now apply the DHML logic introduced in the
previous section to our running example. We do this
to illustrate the ability of DHML to express both static
constraints over the products of a family and constraints
over their behaviour.
DHML is able to complement the behavioural description of an MTS by expressing constraints over possible
products of a family, that is, the static requirements that
could not be expressed in the MTS:
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•

actions 1e and 1$ are exclusive (alternative features):

VIII. U SING DHML TO V ERIFY B EHAVIOURAL AND
S TATIC R EQUIREMENTS OF P RODUCT FAMILIES

((EF < 1$ > true) =⇒ (AG ¬P (1e))) ∧

Another classic application of temporal logic is to
verify that a model of a system satisfies properties given
by logic formulae. Model checking is the most known
automatic technique for verifying a system’s correctness
properties [7]. Such verification is exhaustive, i.e. all
possible input combinations and states are taken into
account, and a counterexample is usually generated in case
a certain property does not hold. Correctness properties
reflect typical (un)desired behaviour of the system under
scrutiny. Formally, the problem of model checking can be
stated as follows: given a desired property, expressed as a
temporal logic formula φ, and a structure M with initial
state 0, decide whether M, 0 |= φ, where |= is the usual
satisfaction relation. If M is finite, model checking thus
reduces to a graph search.
We could use model checking to analyse the conformance of members of a family of products with respect
to variability rules. To do so, we consider that a product
is formally represented by a MTS in which only must
(required) transitions appear. For instance, let us consider
the product represented by the coffee machine defined by
the MTS presented in Fig. 3. Such a MTS may have
been generated starting from an independent high-level
specification language such as, e.g., UML, and we may
want to check that it belongs to the family, by checking the
properties that we have defined to characterise the coffee
machine family. It is easy to check that all the properties
previously defined are satisfied by this MTS.
Moreover, if we take a few examples of properties
expressed in DHML that are a mix of behavioural and
deontic characteristics, then we are interested in checking
their validity over the MTS presented in Fig. 3. If they
turn out to be valid, then we can conclude that this
product satisfies all the static (features) and behavioural
requirements that the products derived from the family
of coffee machines should satisfy according to the list of
requirements given in Sect. II.
A first and simple example is the formula

((EF < 1e > true) =⇒ (AG ¬P (1$)))
•

a cappuccino is only offered by European products
(excludes relation between features):
((EF < cappuccino > true) =⇒ (AG ¬P (1$))) ∧
((EF < 1$ > true) =⇒ (AG ¬P (cappuccino)))

•

a ringtone is rung whenever a cappuccino is delivered
(requires relation between features):

(EF < Cappuccino > true) =⇒ (AF O(ring_a_tone))
The above expressions have been obtained by merging
the static requirements represented by the pure deontic
formulae given in Sect.IV for these requirements, with
the behavioural relations among actions expressible by
the temporal part of the logic. It is worthwhile making
two remarks. First, note that we have used the same
characterization of the alternative feature as the one given
for the excludes feature.
Second, since requires is a static relation between
features it does not imply any ordering among the related
features, i.e. a coffee machine that rings a ringtone before
producing a cappuccino cannot be excluded as a product
of the family of coffee machines by verification of the
above formula. Indeed, the correct ordering of actions is
guaranteed by the MTS description of the family.
DHML is also able to express behavioural requirements
over possible products of a family as temporal logic
properties, such as:
1) It is possible to get a coffee with 1e:
[1e] EF < coffee > true
2) It is always possible to ask for sugar:
AF < sugar > true

EF O(coffee),
3) It is not possible to get a beverage without inserting
a coin:

which must be read as it is possible that eventually the
product is obligated to deliver a coffee, i.e. there exists a
sequence of actions that leads to a state in which there is
a must transition labelled coffee. Verifying this formula on
this model of a product shows it is valid, because in state 2,
coffee
e.g., there is a must transition labelled coffee (2 −−−→ 4)
and coffee ∈ L(2).
Note that the presence of a may transition labelled
cappuccino has no influence on the verification of this
formula: To be valid in a state s, the obligation O(coffee)
requires s to be labelled with coffee and the presence of
an outgoing must transition from s labelled with coffee.
It is immediate that this formula implies the validity of

AG (¬(coffee ∨ tea ∨ cappuccino) U
(< 1e > true ∨ < 1$ > true))
It is important to note, however, that the logical concept
of possibility does not distinguish between the concepts
possibility for a user of the coffee machine to ask for
sugar and possibility for a product of the family to include,
among the other actions offered to the user, the action of
asking a cappuccino. To distinguish these two concepts
of possibility, we need to resort to the deontic operators
of DHML, using its capability to combine the expression
of the concepts of permission and obligation with that of
behavioural requirements.

EF P (coffee).
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Finally, since all paths at a certain point pass either state
coffee
2 or 3 and coffee ∈ L(3) and 3 −−−→ 7, even the formula

There are several aspects of our line of research that
require a deeper understanding:
• how to express dependencies of variation points;
• the identification of classes of properties that, proved
on family definitions, are preserved by all the products of the family;
• how quantitative properties can be evaluated, such as
the number of possible different products of a given
family;
• from a more pragmatic point of view, the study on
scalability to real problems, and how the approach
adapts to incremental family construction.
More importantly, it remains to study to what degree the
complexity of the proposed deontic logic and verification
framework can be hidden from the end user, or can be
made more user friendly, in order to support developers
in practice, since formal models such as MTSs are not
directly usable as modelling framework. Nowadays, UML
diagrams are often used as modelling paradigm and it
could be very interesting to be able to apply to them the
same formal reasoning we have presented here for MTSs
and the deontic logic. Indeed, recently model-checking
techniques for UML activity and state chart diagrams
have been developed [4], exploiting the branching-time
temporal logic UCTL. An extension of this framework by
including deontic operators could be applied to verify the
conformance of static and dynamic constraints of product
derivations. This would allow to go into the direction
of producing the family description itself already in a
UML-like fashion, hence towards a better usability and
acceptance within the industrial software product lines
community.

AF O(coffee)
is valid: always eventually a coffee must be delivered.
In general, to perform verifications of this kind, we
need a model checker able to check DHML formulae
over models described as MTSs, with possible constraints
expressed in DHML itself.
We are currently pursuing two different approaches to
DHML model checking:
• We can exploit the relations between MTSs and
L2 TSs in order to reuse the UMC model-checking
engine [20]. UMC is an on-the-fly model checker
that was originally designed for the efficient verification of UCTL logic [4], an action- and statebased branching-time temporal logic, over L2 TSs.
The comparison of the expressiveness of UCTL and
DHML still has to be studied, which means that
enhancements to the model-checking engine to cover
DHML deontic operators could be needed as well.
• Several model checkers employ SAT-solvers to implement the so-called bounded model checking approach,
in order to efficiently address large state spaces.
Using the same SAT-based engine for solving both
the deontic issues related to the constraints on a
family (as seen before) and the behavioural issues
(employing bounded model-checking techniques) is
hence a way of pursuing the scalability of verification
of DHML properties to real-world cases, in which
state spaces tend to increase beyond the capability of
explicit model checkers.
Merging the two approaches with the aim of increased
scalability and usability would then be a further step in the
direction of the industrial application of the verification of
behavioural requirements of product families.
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